Havana Silk Dog Association of America
Request for Championship Certificate
Dog and Owner Information

Dog’s Registered Name

Dog’s Date of Birth

Type of Championship
(check one)

Owner(s)

Address

City, State, ZIP code

e-Mail

HSDAA Reg. Number

Phone

Breeder’s Name



Companion Jr Champion



Companion Champion



Jr Champion



Champion

Instructions

Qualification Rules

Please send this completed form, along with a
copy of your dog’s point cards and HSDAA
registration certificate, to: janetmul@yahoo.com

Companion Jr Championship (under age two): To
qualify, your dog must have earned a minimum of 15
points, including two Majors (an HSDAA point card with 3
or more points), under at least three different judges.

OR MAIL TO:
JANET MULLIGAN
203 NW BAY PATH DRIVE
CRYSTAL CITY, FL 34428

Reminders:
 Be sure that the point cards are
COMPLETELY filled out with your name,
address, and all other information. Point
cards are the 3 ¾ x 8 ½ cards with a number
on them indicating the number of points your
dog has earned.
 Send a scan or photocopy of your dog’s
HSDAA registration certificate with copies of
point cards. Keep the originals for your files.
 If upgrading from JrCH to CH, ALSO send a
scan or photocopy of the JrCH certificate.
 If scanning, please name each file with an
appropriate identifier, e.g,
dogsname_JrCh_request_date).
 If mailing hard copies, please make sure that
you use adequate postage.

Companion Championship (over age two): To qualify,
your dog must earn two Majors (an HSDAA point card
with 3 or more points), after age two. Awarded to all
companion dogs accumulating at least 15 points, with
two Majors earned after the age of two. Note: If
upgrading from Companion JrCH to Companion CH, do
not resend the point cards previously sent; send only the
two cards showing 3 or more points each, plus a copy of
the JrCH certificate, and HSDAA registration.
Jr Championship (under age two): To qualify, your dog
must have earned a minimum of 15 points, including two
Majors (an HSDAA point card with 3 or more points),
under at least three different judges.
Championship (over age two): To qualify, your dog must
earn two Majors (an HSDAA point card with 3 or more
points), after age two. Awarded to intact dogs
accumulating at least 15 points, with two Majors earned
after the age of two. Note: If upgrading from JrCH to CH,
do not resend the point cards previously sent; send only
the two cards showing 3 or more points each, plus a
copy of the JrCH certificate, and HSDAA registration.
The point cards will be checked against the show
records; once that is complete, your certificate will be
printed and mailed to you.
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